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1.0 Executive Summary

Knowledge of the thermodynamic and morphologicalpropertiesof coal associatedwithrapid heating
decomposition pathways is essential to progress in coal utilization technology. Specifically,
knowledge of the heat of devolatilization,surface area and density of coal as a functionof rank
characteristics,temperatureand extentof devolatilizationinthe context of rapid heatingconditionsis
required both,for the fundamentaldeterminationof kineticparametersof coal devolatilization,and to
refine existingdevolatilizationsub-modelsusedin comprehensivecoal combustioncodes.

The objectiveof this researchis to obtaindata on the thermodynamicpropertiesand morphologyof
coal underconditionsof rapid heating.Specifically,the totalheat of devolatilization,extemal surface
area, BET surface area and true density will be measured for representative coal samples. In
addition, for one coal, the contributionof each of the followingcomponentsto the overall heat of
devolatilizationwill be measured: the specific heat of coal/char during devolatilization,the heat of
thermal decompositionof the coal, the specificheat capacity of tars, and the heat of vaporizationof
tars.

Calibration of the heated grid calorimeter (Task 2) was completed this reporting period. Several
refinements to the heated grid apparatus have been implemented which allow quantitative
determinationof sample heat capacityat highheatingrates. In particular,gridtemperaturecalibration,
improvement of sample load area measurement techniques, a revised correlation for the heat
capacityof the stainlesssteel gridmaterial,and validationof the analysis procedureusingsapphire
and anthracitesampleshaveali been completed.

A data analysis protocolhas been developed which extracts sample heat capacity measurements
from the raw experimentaldata. The analysis is a two step process:a first order estimate for the
sample heat capacity is obtainedby invokingthe assumptionthat the powerdissipationper unitarea
of the referencemateri_land sample loadedregionsof the gridare equal. The firstorder estimatefor
sample heat capacity is then used as input to a transient,2-D analysisof the grid.The actual grid
mass, initialtemperatureand experimentalcurrentdata are also requiredinputto the simulation.A
grid energy balance code previouslydeveloped at UTRC has been extensively modified to allow
calculationson sample/referencematerialloaded gridsto be performed. The code also determinesa
corrected sample heat capacity by calculatingthe differencein localpower dissipationbetween the
reference material and sample loaded areas. The power correction term results in a correctionof
about 10% to the original, first order estimate for heat capacity. Thus, the power correction is
significantand useof thiscorrectionimprovesthe accuracyof the heat capacitymeasurements.

Heat capacity runs usingsynthetic sapphire standards and an anthracitechar sample have been
conductedto validatethe analysis protocol.Heat capacity measurementsfor sapphireare within5%
of NIST certifiedvalues. Heat capacity measurementsfor the anthracite char are bracketedon the
low side by independent, lowheating rate, DSC data and on the highside bythe Merrick modelfor
heat capacity. Additional, independent, measurementsof the heat capacity of the anthracite char
sample willbe pursuedto completethe validationof the highheatingrate measurements.Other inert
carbonsamples willalso be examinedfor theirsuitabilityas referencematerials.

In additionto the HG calibrationeffort, significantprogresson Task 5 was completedthis quarter.
Matchedtar and char sampleshave been generatedinthe UTRC EFR. Elementalanalysisresultsfor
the tars and charsare used to determinethe extentof reaction.The parentcoal and char samples will
be used to determinethe thermodynamicpropertiesand morphologyof coal as a functionof extentof
reaction.

Task 3, Low Temperature Specific Heat Capacity of Volatile Coal Samples will be initiated
immediately usingPSOC 1451D as the studycoal.Task 10, MorphologicalCharacterization,will be
performed undersubcontractto the Universityof Pittsburgh.lt is expectedthat the subcontractwillbe
inplace early inthe upcomingquarter.



2.0 Introduction and Overview of Technical Objectives

Introduction

Knowledgeof the thermodynamicand morphologicalpropertiesof coal associated
with rapidheatingdecompositionpathwaysis essentialto progressin coal utilization
technology.Specifically,knowledgeof the heat of devolatilization,surfacearea and
density of coal as a function of rank characteristics,temperature and extent of
devolatilization in the context of rapid heating conditions is essential to the
fundamentaldeterminationof kineticparametersof coal devolatilization.These same
properties are also needed to refineexistingdevolatilizationsub-modelsutilized in
large-scalemodelingof coalcombustionsystems.

in many instancesthe kineticanalysisof rapidcoal devolatilizationdata acquiredin
laboratory reactors depends on an assumed set of heat capacity, heat of
devolatilizationand particle morphologyparameters. In other cases, attempts to
measure particle temperaturesduringdevolatilization(Refs. 1,2,3) lead to results
that are not in agreement either with a priorideterminationsobtainedwith energy
balance expressionsusingestimationsof thermodynamicpropertiesof coal found in
the open literatureor inert, carbon-basedcalibrationstandardsusedto calibratethe
reactor system. Althoughit is not always clear if the discrepancies are due to
inadequatethermodynamicpropertiesof the particle duringdevolatilization,particle
shape factors, inadequateemittancevaluesor somecombinationof these factors,it
is now apparent that independent determinationsof these properties in heating
conditionscharacteristicof dispersephase coal utilizationtechnologyis necessary.
Moreover,since it is now well-establishedthat the energy transferrate between an
environment and injected coal particles, significantlyinfluences the observable
devolatilization response time of the particles (Ref. 4), the independent
determinationof the specific heat and devolatilizationheat of reaction of coal is
necessary.

Objective

The objective of this research is to obtain data on the thermodynamic properties and
morphology of coal under conditions of rapid heating. Specifically, the total heat of
devolatilization, external surface area, BET surface area and true density will be
measured for representative coal samples. The coal ranks to be investigated will
include a high volatile A bituminous (PSOC 1451D) and a low volatile bituminous
(PSOC 1516D). An anthracite (PSOC 1468) will be used as a non-volatile coal
reference. In addition, for one coal, the contribution of each of the following
components to the overall heat of devolatilization will be measured: the specific heat
of coal/char during devolatilization, the heat of thermal decomposition of the coal, the
specific heat capacity of tars, and the heat of vaporization of tars.

Project Tasks



The work required to complete the objectives of this investigation has been divided
into eleven tasks. Each of these tasks is summarized below. The details of the
technical approach have been described previously (Ref. 5).

Task 1 - Project Work Plan

UTRC shall provide the DOE with a detailed Project Plan within 30 days of contract.
initiation. Work on no other tasks shall proceed until written approval of this plan is
obtained by UTRC from the DOE Project Manager. The Project Plan shall include a
Management Plan, Milestone Schedule, Status Report, and Cost Plan.

Task 2 - Calibration of the Heated Grid Calorimeter

UTRC shall measure the specific heat of the non-volatile reference coal (anthracite,
PSOC 1468) from 25° C to 800`)C at heating rates of 1000° C/sec and lower in the
heated grid (HG) device. The values will be established relative to NBS calorimeter
standards for differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) and differential thermal
analysis (DTA) samples. The sensitivity of the heated grid device for determining
thermodynamic properties at high heating rates will be established before
proceeding with Tasks 3-9.

Task 3 - Low Temperature Specific Heat Capacity of Volatile Coal Samples

UTRC shall measure the specific heat capacity for a minimum of one coal sample
over the temperature range of 25° C to 300° C. The measurements will be
conducted at heating rates of 1000° C/sec and lower in the UTRC HG.

Task 4 - Heat of Devolatilization of Volatile Coal Samples

UTRC shall measure the heat of devolatilization for a minimum of one coal sample
over the temperature range of 25° C to 800° C using heating rates of 1000° C/sec in
the calibrated HG. Devolatilization product characteristics will be determined to
ensure the devolatilization pathway is that followed in the entrained flow reactor
(EFR).

Task 5 - Heat of Thermal Decomposition of Volatile Coal Samples

UTRC shall measure, using the EFR and microbomb calorimeter (MBC), the heat of
decomposition for a minimum of one coal sample by: (1) devolatilizing the coal in the
EFR, (2) determining the char, tar and gas yields, (3) measuring the tar and char
elemental compositions, (4) determining the heat of combustion of the char and tar
products using the MBC, (5) estimating the heat of combustion of the gaseous
products, and (6) using Hess's and Kirchoff's laws to derive the heat of
decomposition.

Task 6 - Specific Heat and Heat of Fusion of Tars from Rapid Heating
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UTRC shall measure the specific heat and heat of fusion of tar samples for a
minimum of one coal sample over the temperature range from 25° C to 300° C using
the HG and tar samples generated in the EFR.

Task 7 - Heat of Vaporization of Tars from Rapid Heating

UTRC shall measure the heat of vaporization of tar samples for a minimum of one
coal sample over the temperature range from 300° C to 700° C using the HG and tar
samples generated in the EFR.

Task 8 - Specific Heat of Char Samples

UTRC shall measure the specific heat of the coal/char as a function of extent of
devolatilization and temperature for a minimum of one coal sample using partially
devolatilized samples from the EFR and the HG.

Task 9 .- Comparison of Directly Measured Heat of Devolatilization and
Thermodynamic Function Determined Value

UTRC shall determine the heat of devolatilization for a minimum of one coal sample
based on independent measurements of heat of decomposition (Task 5), specific
heat and heat of fusion of tars (Task 6), heat of vaporization of tars (Task 7), and
specific heat of coal/chars (Task 3 and Task 8). This value shall be compared and
contrasted to the directly measured heat of devolatilization values from 25° C to 800°
C obtained in Task 4.

Task 10 - Morphological Characterization of Coal/Char Samples as a Function of
Extent of Devolatilization

UTRC shall characterize statistically representative samples of coal/char particles _3
a function of extent of devolatilization for a minimum of one coal sample. The
characterization shall be with respect to combustion related reactivity parameters
such as swelling and cenosphere development, CO2 or 02 surface areas, and
helium (true) density.

Task 11 - Reporting

UTRC shall comply with ali required reporting over the 18 month period of the
contract.



3.0 Task 2. Calibration of the Heated Grid Calorirwater

The objectives of this task are to calibrate the heated gridapparatus usingknown
heat capacity standardsand to determinethe sensitivityof the technique. Prior to
discussingthe detailsof the calibrationeffort,the theoreticalbasisfor obtainingheat
capacitymeasurementsfromthe heatedgridapparatuswillbe reviewed(Ref. 5).

3.1 Use Of the UTRC-HG as a Calorimeter

The heated gridis to be used to measurethe heat capacityof devolatilizingsamples
at high heating rates. Heat capacity of the unknown sample is determined by
referenceto a known standardmaterial.The classicalDSC procedureisto perform
independentmeasurementsfor the blank pan, reference material loaded pan and
unknown sample loaded pan. The reference and sample loaded runs are then
baseline corrected using the blank pan data. The run-to-run variability in grid
characteristics, such as blank grid mass and grid-to-electrodeelectrical contact
resistance,would contributeto measurementerror if this techniquewas applied to
the heated grid data. In order to eliminate the need for baseline (or blank grid)
corrections,the experimentswillbe performedwithboththe unknownand reference
samples loadedon separate regionsof the same grid.

First Order Heat Capacity Estimate

A simpleenergybalancecan be usedto estimate,as a firstorderapproximation,the
heat capacity of the sample from the raw experimentaldata. Consider the energy
balance for the sample and reference loaded areas of the screen only. Both the
sample loaded area and the reference loaded area in the proximity of the
measurement thermocouples are similar isolated areas on the grid. As a first
approximation,the powerdissipationper unit area as a function of time of both the
sample and reference loaded regions within these isolated areas are assumed
equal,

Ps (t) = Pr (t) (1)
As Ar

If the thermal inertia of the sample and reference loaded areas are identical, and if
the loads are uniformly distributed across the full width of the grid, this relationship
should hold exactly. Otherwise, a correction to the equation is required as will be
described la_r. Expanding equation (1) in terms of thermal inertia and heat loss
terms gives,

(msC s + mgCg)"Fs + QL (Ts) = (mrCr + mgCg)"l'r + QL (Tr) (2)



where ms, mr and mg are the sample, reference material and grid masses per unit
area, respectively; Cs, Cr andCg are the sample, reference and grid specific heats
evaluated at the appropriate temperature; ar{,:l QL(Ts) and QL(Tr) are the heat loss
rates per unit area of the grid at the sample and reference loaded region
temperatures, respectively. Note the implicit assumption that the sample and grid
temperature are equal in the sample loaded region. Similarly, the reference material
temperature is assumed to be at the grid temperature in the reference loaded region
of the grid. Solving equation (2) for sample specific heat:

Cs = (mrCr+ mgCg)Jr . mgCg + _ (3)
ms t, m, m,t,

where A Q[,"s is a heat loss correction due to the difference in temperature between
the reference and sample loaded areas at a given time. The sample and reference
loaded temperature derivatives are determined by first smoothing the raw
temperature data to eliminate noise and then fitting the smoothed data with 3tdorder
polynomials. The heat loss correction term is evaluated using an empirical
correlation for the FHG described previously (Ref. 5). Note that the areas of the grid
covered by the sample and reference material enter into the equation through ms
and mr. The sample and reference material masses and areas must be measured as
a function of time.

Improved Estimate of Sample Heat Capacity

If the assumption that the power dissipation of the sample and reference loaded
regions are equal is relaxed, then the following equation for sample specific heat
results,

Cs (mrCr + mgCg) _ mgCg _ Ar "Ps= _ _ + .... As (4)
ms Ts ms ms Ts ms Ts

where a term for the difference in local power dissipation between the reference and
sample loaded areas now appears. One approach for quantifying this term is to
perform a transient 2-D calculation of the entire grid area between the electrodes.
The grid is discretized into a 2-D mesh and an energy balance is applied to each
element accounting for resistive heating, heat loss, and conduction in two
dimensions. The influence of the sample heat capacity on the local response of the
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grid is included by adding the sample thermal inertia to the appropriate mesh
elements in the model. Details of the 2-D model are given inAppendix A.

Given the grid current as a function of time and correlations for grid heat loss, grid
resistivity, and grid, reference material and sample heat capacities as a function of
temperature, the energy balance model calculates the temperature and electrical
resistance of each element. The resistanceacrossthe sample.loaded region of the
grid, and therefore local voltage drop and power dissipation, can then be

determined. Thus, the 2-D model allows an estimate for (Pr / Ar - Ps / As) to be
calculated given an assumed sample specific heat. The calculated power dissipation
correction term can then be used to determine a corrected heat capacity.

Analysis Protocol For The Determination Of Heat Capacity

The theory described above can be combined into an overall analysis methodology
for determining heat capacity at high heating rates using the heated grid apparatus.
The analysis protocol for the determination of heat capacity in the heated grid is as
follows:

1) Load the grid with known massof sample "around" TIC 1 and known mass
of referencematerial"around"T/C 2.

2) Run heated grid at lO00°C/s and acquiretemperature, voltage, current,and
image data.

3) Use image analysis techniques to extract sample & ref. mat'l. Io=_dedareas
from raw images. This is performed using "Image" vl.47 S/W from NIH.

4) Perform first order analysis to estimate sample heat capacity. This is
accomplished using the "HCAPACITY" code. The analysis uses equation (3)
as given previously.

5) Create binary image files which indicate the load/no-load state of each point
on the grid. "Image" S/W is also used for this operation. The binary image
files are read by the 2-D analysis code and used to apply the boundary
conditions to the model.

6) Run 2-D, transient simulation ("GRIDMOD") of the loaded heated grid.
Given inputs for grid current vs. time (step 2), sample and reference material
load distributions (step 5) and estimated sample heat capacity (step 4), the
code calculatL_.sthe time-varying temperature distribution for the entire grid.
Calculated temperatures at the locations of the sample and reference T/C's
are compared to experimentally measured values. The difference in power
dissipation between the reference material and sample loaded regions of
the grid is used to form a corrected sample heat capacity (equation 4). The
validity of the simulation is also checked by comparing calculated grid
voltage and power to the experimentally measured values.



7) Repeat step 6 using the corrected sample heat obtained therein. Check for
agreement between calculated and measured sample temperatures. Our
experience to-date indicates that agreement is obtained after only a single
iteration of this step.

3.2 Heated Grid Calibration

Several refinementsto the heated grid apparatus have been implementedwhich
allow quantitativedeterminationof sample heat capacity at highheating rates. In
particular, grid temperature calibration, improvement of sample load area
measurementtechniques,a revisedcorrelationfor the heat capacityof the stainless
steel grid material, and validation of the analysis procedure using sapphire and
anthracitesampleshaveali been completedand willbe describedbelow.

Temperature Calibration

Temperature calibration of the heated grid was completed during this reporting
period. Temperature is measured using a 0.002" (50 I_m) bead dia. Type-K
(Chromel-Alumel) thermocouple spot welded to the grid. The thermocouple signal is
amplified by IO0X and acquired using a National Instruments 12-bit A/D board. The
accuracy of the temperature measurements was examined using OMEGALAQ
Temperature Indicating Liquids (OMEGA). The OMEGALAQ liquids have an
accuracy of +/- 1% of the rated temperature. A small, thin spot of the indicating
lacquer was applied to the grid near the thermocouple. Several trial runs were
conducted to determine the appropriate amount of sample which would allow
observation of the phase transition without excessively loading the grid. The grid was
then heated at 50 °C/sec while recording a magnified and time-coded image of the
lacquer onto video tape. The video system has a time resolution of 1/30 sec,
corresponding to a temperature measurement resolution of 1.67 °C at the heating
rate used. The melting temperature of the lacquer was determined by locating the
video frame(s) at the point the phase transition is observed and matching the
elapsed time for the frame to the corresponding temperature measured by the data
system. Results are as follows:

TABLE I

GRID TEMPERATURE CAUBRATION

[ OI_EGALAQ Rated500Temperature(°i3) i Measured Temperature500(°c)I 704 720804 784



The determination of the point of melting is somewhat subjective. Even with
relatively thin lacquer coatings, thermal lag was evident as the lacquer heated from
the edge inward. The point at which the edge of the lacquer undergoes transition
was used for the measured temperatures reported here. The measured
temperatures above represent an average of three independent determinations of
the melting transition. The individual determinations varied by as much as +/- 20 °C.
Part of this variability can be explained by the +/-1% accuracy of the OMEGALAQ,
but much of it is due to the subjective nature of determining the melting transition
from the images.

Sample Area Measurement

The analysis used to determine sample heat capacity from the raw experimental
data requires accurate measurement of sample and reference material load areas.
Considerable effort was expended to develop an improved method for back lighting
the sample. Initial attempts utilizing point light sources, parabolic reflectors and
diverging lenses ali failed to provide a field of uniform intensity which was dispersed
over the required area. Success was achieved with a "light bar" design consisting of
a half cylinder dispersion element fed by a light pipe and fiber optic bundle (Fig. 1).
The light bar uniformly illuminates the entire width of the grid for a length of 4 cre.
The difference in image quality between the new and old systems is shown in Figure
2.
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FIGURE 2 SAPPHIRE SAMPLE DISPERSED ON TFtE HEATED GRID

A. ORIGINAL LIGHTING SET-UP

B. IMPROVED, LIGHT BAR SET-UP

I .... Iqll III I III IIIIIIII II
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Sapphire Heat Capacity Determinations

The sensitivity and accuracy of the heat capacity measurements were tested by
applying the technique to NIST certified sapphire samples with known heat capacity.
Several sapphire experiments have been conducted in an effort to develop
experimental procedures which result in uniform sample distributions on the grid. An
experiment was conducted using a "pocket" to contain the sample. The pocket was
formed by spot welding the two folds of the grid together across the width of the grid,
The grid was loaded with 26.3 mg of sapphire. The measured sample areas before
and after the run are 0.495 and 0.501 cm2, respectively. (Figs. 3 - 4). The grid was
then heated at 1000°C/s to 1300°C. The blank screen temperature reaches 1300°C,
whereas the sample loaded TIC t_mperature peaks at about 550°C. Figure 5 shows
tha substantially lower temperatures obtained by the sample loaded grid as
compared to the blank region of the grid. The effect of the thermal inertia of the
sapphire is clearly evident. The large difference in the response of the loaded and
blank areas provides ample sensitivity for determining the heat capacity of the
sample. In fact, a lower sample loading will be required to allow data to be obtained
at higher temperatures. The blank screen temperature cannot be driven any higher
without inducing failure of the grid. (The melting point of 304 SS is about 1400°C.)

Unfortunately, the "pocket" technique was found to unacceptable because of
difficulties in consistently spot welding the grid without burn-through. Variability in
welder output resulted in occasional overheating of the grid resulting in holes in the
strand weave pattern. These defects in the grid change the resistance and local
current flow at the edge of the sample region and make the analysis of the data
considerably more complex. For, this reason the "pocket" technique was abandoned
and no further analysis of these runs will be presented.

Eventualiy, a satisfactory sapphire distribution was obtained by painstaking sample
placement and careful handling of the grid during reactor assembly. The nominal
sapphire loading for the run was 41 mg/cm2. Since, the mass loading of a monolayer
of sapphire is about 18 mg/cm2, this represents a sapphire layer about two particle
diameters in thickness. The thermal response of the sample will not lag that of the
grid appreciably at a heating rate of 1000°C/s. A first order estimate of the heat
capacity of sapphire was extracted from the raw data using equation (3) given
previously, except that the blank grid material serves as th_"reference material. The
resulting measured heat capacity for the sapphire sample is compared with the
NIST certified values in Figure 6. Agreement is acceptable considering the difficulty
of performing these high heating rate measurements. The measured heat capacity
values are within 10% of the NIST certified values over the temperature range from
100 to 500°C. Below 100°C the large relative error in the temperature measurements
may be a factor. More important is the deviation at high temperature, lt is apparent
that the measured heat capacity is not increasing as rapidly with temperature as the
NIST certified values. Also shown on the Figure are results calculated using the new
heat capacity correlation for stainless steel which will be described below.
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Figure 3. Before Run SAPP013

a. Raw Image of Sapphire Sample on Grid

b. Binary Representation of Sample Area
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Figure 4. After Run SAPP013

a. Raw Image of Sapphire Sample on Grid

b. Binary Representation of Sample Area
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Since the blank grid is used as the reference material for this run, any inaccuracies
in the correlation for grid material heat capacity translate directly into errors in the
estimated heat capacity of the sample. Also, the large difference in temperature
between the sample loaded and blank regions results in a much larger heat loss
correction term than would be the case for a sample and reference material loaded
run. The heat loss correction becomes significant at a sapphire temperature of only
200°C for this run (blank region temp. is 400°C). Any inaccuracies in the heat loss
correlation also result in sample heat capacity measurement errors. Although, it is
not possible to determine independent corrections for both stainless steel heat
capacity and grid heat loss from the sapphire/blank grid experiment, the first order
heat capacity analysis technique can be "calibrated" using the sapphire data. Since,
an independent empirical heat loss correlation for the grid in its current configuration
has been completed (Ref. 5), it will be assumed that this correlation is accurate. The
deviation between measured and actual sapphire heat capacity will be attributed
entirely to errors in the stainless steel heat capacity data.

Revised Grid Material Heat Capacity Correlation

Both, the first order sample heat capacity estimate and transient, 2-D analysis
require as input knowledge of the heat capacity of the grid material as a function of
temperature. A correlation of handbook data for 304 stainless steel had bee,_ used
up to the present time. This correlation was based on a very limited set of data and
the fit was rather poor at high temperatures. In addition, heat capacity
measurements of sapphire in the heated grid apparatus, which were determined
using the stainless steel grid material as the reference, were substantially lower than
NIST certified values at high temperature. A revised heat capacity correlation for
stainless steel is necessary, and furthermore can be derived from the existing data
already obtained in the heated grid.

The sapphire/blank grid experiment was used to estimated the heat capacity of the
304 stainless steel grid material using NIST standard sapphire as the reference
material. The existing analysis procedure was inverted to allow calculation of the
blank grid heat capacity. The following equation must be solved for the heat capacity
of stainless steel at the blank screen temperature, Cg (Ts),

Cg (Ts) = {Cg (Tr) + mr C r (Tr)) Tr + AQ[."s (5)mg Ts ms "i's

where the subscripts "s" and "r" denote the blank and sapphire loaded regions,
respectively. Since, the heat capacity of the grid material must be evaluated at both
the blank and reference loaded temperatures, an iterative solution procedure is
required. The resulting code, "GRIDCP," calculates grid heat capacity from the raw
experimental data. Note, that although the maximum sapphire temperature is 500°C,
the blank grid temperature about 1100°C in the same run. Thus, this analysis
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provides new data for stainless steel heat capacity up to temperatures of 1000°C.
The calculated stainless steel heat capacity values are unreliable at low
temperatures, but provide improved data at high temperatures. A new heat capacity
for correlation has been developed by fitting the original low temperature handbook
data and the high temperature data obtained in the heated grid. The original and
revised heat capacity correlations for stainless steel are compared in Fig. 7.

The new stainless steel heat capacity correlation was used to repeat the heat
capacity analysis for sapphire. The results yield, as expected, somewhat higher
values for sapphire heat capacity at high temperatures (Fig. 6). The measured and
NIST certified values for sapphire now agree within 5% at high temperatures.

In order to further validate the heated grid calibrationa blank heated grid experiment
was conducted and analyzed using the full transient, 2-D energy balance
calculations.The actualgrid mass, initialtemperatureand experimentalcurrentdata
are used as input to the simulation.The calculated temperatures at the points
correspondingto the twoT/C locationsare comparedwithexperimentaltemperature
data in Figures 8 and 9. There is virtually no error up to 800°C, and above this
temperature the calculations overpredict experimental data by about 5%. The
overpredictionimpliesthat the grid heat capacitycorrelationis stillunderestimating
the true valuesat hightemperatures.Recall thatthe measurementsdescribedabove
for sapphire heat capacity were 5% lower than the certified values. Since, the
sapphiremeasurementswere obtainedusingthe blankgridas the reference,the 1:1
correspondencebetween the two sets of results is not surprising.Overall, these
results substantiate the assumptionsand correlations used in the transient 2-D
model.

Anthracite Reference Material Preparation

The final step in the calibration of the heated grid apparatus is to measure the heat
capacity of an anthracite coal which will be used as the reference material
througho,Jt this investigation. The anthracite, PSOC 1468, was prepared by
devolatilizing the sample in an oven at 650°C under nitrogen. Mass loss from the
anthracite was approximately 3% under these conditions. The heat capacity of
anthracite char was measured in the HG calorimeter and compared with
independent determinations performed in a commercial DSC apparatus.
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Anthracite Heat Capacity Measurements

The anthracite char sample, generated as described above, was subjected to a
seriesof heated gridrunsof progressivelyhigherfinal temperature(Table II). These
runs used NIST certified sapphireas the referencematerial.The mass Ioadingsfor
the runs were 24.8 and 30.3 mg/cm2, for coal and sapphire, respectively.The raw
data from each of these runs was reducedusingthe firstorder analysisdescribed
previously(the HCAPACITY code).Estimatesfor the heat capacityof the anthracite
char sample derivedfrom each of the runsare plottedin Figure 10. The run-to-run
repeatabilityis within5% at 400°C. The error is largerat lowertemperaturesdue to
largerrelativetemperatureerrors.

TABLE U

ANTHRACITE HEAT CAPACITY RUNS
i

RUN lD BI &.NK T (C) ANTHRACITE T (C) SAPPHIRE I (r,;)

1468R19 900 390 440
1468R20 1000 450 520
1468R21 1100 500 560

Results usingthe complete analysisprotocol delineated above applied to anthracite
run1468R21 willnow be presented.The initialestimate for anthraciteheat capacity
is used as input to the full transient,2-D simulation.Surface plotsof the 2-D grid
temperaturedistributioncalculatedby the transientsimulationare given in Figures
11-15 for timesof 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 sec. One can clearlysee the effect that
the sample and ret_rence loads have on the local grid temperature. The
temperaturesinthe loadedregionsof the gridare hundredsof degreeslower than in
the blank regions. These calculations are in qualitative agreement with our
observationsof numerousheatedgridexperimentsbothwith the nakedeye and the
CCD camera basedimagingsystem.

Calculated temperaturesat the sample and referenceTIC locationsare compared
with experimental data in Figures 16 and 17 (see lines for originalsample heat
capacity). The calculated reference temperature is in excellent agreement with
experimentaldata. This is as expected sincethe model has been calibrated using
sapphireas the referencematerial.The calculatedanthracitesample temperatureis
also in very close agreementwi,h experimentaldata, but is slightlylower than the
measuredvalues at high temperatures.The resultsindicatethat the initialestimate
foranthraciteheat capacityissomewhathigh.
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The 2-D code also calculates a corrected sample heat capacity by applying a
correctionrelated to the differencein powerdissipationbetween the reference and
sample loaded regionsof the grid (see equ. 4). The powercorrectedanthraciteheat
capacityis comparedto the original,firstorderestimatein Fig. 18.

The 2-D simulation was repeated using the power correctedsample heat capacity
curve. The resulting calculated sample and reference temperatures are now in
excellentagreementwiththe experimentaltemperatures(see linesfor revisedCs in
Figs. 16 & 17). (The calculatedtemperaturesare withinthe experimentalerrorof +/-
10°C for the temperaturemeasurements.)The heat capacity analysisprotocolhas
converged on the solutionto the heat capacity for the anthracite sample and no
further iterationsof the procedureare required.The powercorrectionterm resultsin
a correctionof about 10% to the original,firstorderestimatefor heat capacity.Thus,
the powercorrectionis significantand use of thiscorrectionimprovesthe accuracy
of the heat capacitymeasurements.

Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) measurements were performed on the
anthracitesample in an effort to determinethe absoluteaccuracyof the heated grid
heat capacitymeasurements.Shownin Figure19, are data from four replicateDSC
runs.The measurementswere performed by the PolymerScience group at UTRC
usinga DuPont9900 DSC. The runswere conductedin a nitrogenatmosphereat a
heating rate of 10K/min. The quality of this data is questionable as a result of
continuingproblemswithbaselinestabilityof the DSC cell. The reproducibilityof the
DSC measurements is very poor, about +/-25%. Also shown in the Figure is the
Merrickmodel (Ref. 7) for heat capacity.The heat capacitymeasured in the heated
grid is bracketed on the low side by the DSC data and on the high side by the
Merrick model. Additional,independent,measurementsof the heat capacity of the
anthracitechar samplewillbe pursuedto completethe validationof the highheating
rate measurements. Other inert carbon samples will also be examined for their
suitabilityas referencematerials.
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4.0 Task 5. Heat of Thermal Decomposition of Volatile Coal Samples

Generation of Matched Tar and Char Samples

The tar and char samples which are to be used throughoutthis investigationwere
generated in the UTRC EFR duringthisquarter.Matched tar and char samples for
PSOC 1451D and 1516D at several extents of reactionhave been produced.The
quantityof tar andcharsamplesavailablefromeachof the runsare:

TABLE III ENTRAINED FLOW REACTOR EXPERIMENTS

Run _._. _ Cha-_-_-_,_- lar--_-_-_gL
EFR0 I_ 1451D 668"-"'-'--"_, 4.2_
EFRol8 14_1D 82_ 660 2.86 027
EFR020_.SlD 939 7_ 219 03989_ 272_0.2_EFR021_.SlD 10_8
EFRO_2 1516D 668 "-- --'- 507 "'-- 4.4""---"6"--0.07 _
EFR023 1516D 825 660 1.69 0.07 _
EFR024 1516D 939 796 1.63' 0.08
EFR025 1516D 1058 895 2.29 0.15

lt was not possibleto save significantquantitiesof tars from the PSOC 1516D runs
due to high static charge. However, sufficientamounts of matched tar and char
samples have been producedfrom PSOC 1451D for use in the performanceof this
contract.

Elemental analyses of ali char samples have been completed. Mass loss values
calculatedusingthe ash tracertechniqueare as follows:

TABLE IV EXTENT OF REACTION OF EFR RUNS
ii

Run Coal Type Wall Temp. (°C) Gas Temp. (°C) % MassLoss
.m.,.m,,mm,ummm

EFR019 1451D 668 ""-507 16.7
EFR018 1451D 825 660 31.0
EFR020 1451D 939 796 30.0
EFR021 1451D 1058 895 45.7

EFR02"'-"_'_ 1516D 668 "----'-507 NM *
EFR023 1516D 825 660 8.8
EFR024 1516D 939 796 19.3
EFR025 1516D 1058 895 26.0

• NM - Not Measurable - Volatile yields too low to measure reliably with ash tracer
technique. (Mass loss in heated grid experiments at similar final temperature is 5-
6%.)
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5.0 Planned Actlvltles

Task 2, Calibration of the Heated Grid Calorimeter, is complete although it would be
desirable to repeat the DSC measurements for the anthracite char at an independent
laboratory. Task 3, Low Temperature Specific Heat Capacity of Volatile Coal
Samples will be initiated immediately using PSOC 1451D as the study coal. Task 10,
Morphological Characterization, will be performed under subcontract to the
University of Pittsburgh. lt is expected that the subcontract will be in place early in
the upcoming quarter.
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APPENDIX A

2-D, TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF AN ELECTRICALLY HEATED WIRE MESH

UTRC has developed a two-dimensional, transient analysis of a folded, resistively
heated wire mesh containingboth sample and reference material loaded regions.
The analysisisessentiallyan energybalancecalculationwhichis solvednumerically
using an implicit algorithm. Given inputs for grid current vs. time, sample and
reference material load distributionsand estimatedsample heat capacity,the code
calculates the time-varyingtemperaturedistributionfor the entire area of the grid.
Calculated temperatures at the locationsof the sample and reference T/C's are
comparedto experimentallymeasuredvalues.The error betweenthe calculatedand
measured sample temperatures is used to form a corrected sampleheat capacity.
The validityof the simulationis also checked by comparingcalculatedgrid voltage
and powerto the experimentallymeasuredvalues.

Energy Balance

We begin by forming an energy balance for a volume element of an electrically
heated wire strand(Nomenclatureis definedinTable A-l):

E = I2R - qcond " qenv (A-l)

The terms in the energy balance represent, respectively,the enthalpy of the volume
element, joule heating, conduction along and across strands, and transfer by
radiation and convectionto the environment.The enthalpyof the volume element
includes the heat stored in both the stainless steel grid and in any sample or
referencematerialmassassociatedwiththe gridelement,

E = (mgCg + msCs)aT (A-2)

The resistanceof an elemental lengthof gridstrandis givenby the resistivity,length
and cross-sectionalarea of the strand,

R = Pe clx (A-3)
Ax

The thermal conduction term includes diffusion of heat in two directions;both parallel
and transverse to the current flow,

a2T

Clcond = kax 0-_ dx + Cly-dir (A-4)
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The conduction in the transverse direction is controlled by two resistances; transfer
across the weave contact area to a passive cross strand and conduction along the cross
strand,

ATy'dir (A-5)
Cly-dir = Atf_ + ._ 1

kAx hcAe

However, as will be shown below the strand-to-strandcontactthermal resistanceis small
andcan be neglected,so thatthe transversethermalconductionis givenby,

a2T

Cly-dir = kax _-_ dy (A-6)

Finally, the heat losses to the environment by radiation and conduction are,

,qenv = henv Aenv (T- Tenv) (A-7)

The heat transfer coefficient,henv, is determinedempiricallyand represents the total
heat transferbetweenthe activelyheatedelementand its immediateenvironment.

Now, substitutingthe expressionsfor each of the terms into equation (A-l), the energy
balancebecomes,

aT a2T a2T

(mgCg + msCs)-_- = I2R - kax _ dr,- kA x _ dy- henvAen v (T-Tenv)

(A-8)

Strand-to-Cross Strand Contact Thermal Conductance

The heat transfer between the actively heated element and its cross-woven strand given
by the heat transfer coefficient, ht, in equation (A-5) will now be discussed. Heat transfer
across the interface between two, non-bonded solid surfaces depends on microscopic
surface roughness, contact pressure and the thermal conductivity of any interfacial fluid
contained in the interfacial voids. The concern in modeling the transient response of a
wire mesh consisting of actively heated wire strands "loaded" by the passively heated
cross strands is the magnitude of the rate of heat transfer through the inter-strand
contact. If hc is too small then the passive strands will lag the time-temperature profile of
the resistively heated strands, significantly complicating the modeling process and the
value of the mesh as a component in a thermal analytical instrument. If hc is sufficiently
large, then, in view of the weave geometry, the effect of the presence of passive strands
can be modeled by simply doubling the real density of the stainless steel material.
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The coefficienthc containsconductiveand radiative componentsand can be expressed
as,

= + + + (A-9)
Az

where kc represents the average conduction through the inter-strand contactarea,
the average separation distance and E the emissivityor absorptivityof the

strand material. Examinationof SEM photographsof the wire strandswithin the
mesh reveals that the individualstrands are extremely smooth, having a surface
'rough_',_ss"much less than a micron. Indentationsare ,observedon the strandsat
the contact points implying that the contact pressure established between the
stlandsduringthe weavingprocessis appreciable. These observationsindicatethat
the wire-to-wiregap is submicronin scale lengthand fairly uniform. A quantitative
estimationof the contactarea establishedby the weave patternhas also been made
from the SEM photographs.

Calculations to estimate the relative magnitude of hc indicate that heat transfer
acrossthe strand-to-strandcontact interface is fast relativeto conductiondown the
cross-strand. The results indicate that the conductance path heat transfer
coefficient, irrespectiveof gas type, is adequate to establish nearly instantaneous
thermalequilibriumbetweenthe resistiveand passivestrandvolume elementsin ali
conditionsexcept those characteristicof limitationsinducedby the thermaldiffusivity
of the strand materialitself. Consequently,the simplificationgivenby equation(A-6)
above is justified. The "effective" mass of the stainless steel must be doubledto
accountfor the mass of the cross-strandsincontactwiththe x-directiorJstrand.

Empirical Determination of Environmental Heat Losses

The environmentallossheattransfercoefficient,bony, isaddressedsemi-empirically.
As reportedelsewhere (Ref. 6), transientand steady state measurements indicate
the magnitudeof the powerdissipationto the environmentvaries with the thermal
conductivity of the ambient gas. Above 600oc, radiation loss dominates the
temperature sensitivityof the power loss expression, irrespectiveof the thermal
conductivityof the accompanyinggas. With stainlesssteel electrodeclamps,power
lossvia. electrodeconductionis minorcomparedto the screensurface losses.

The magnitude and temperaturedependenceof hcnv has been determined(Ref. 5)
under the conditions employed in the grid apparatus for heat capacity
measurements. Briefly/,the ambientconditionsare flowingnitrogensweep gas and
heat losses are determined by measuring the steady state power required to
m_intain each blank screen temperatureand then normalizingwith respectto the
totalenvironmentallyexposedscreensurfacearea. The same hcnv is usedto model
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the heat losses from sample loaded elements of the grid, however, the surface area,
Aenv, is modified to account for the additional surface area of the sample exposed
to the environment through the open area of the screen weave.

Temperature Dependent Properties

The resistivity, heat capacity and heat loss properties of the stainless steel material
vary considerably with temperature. Correlations based on available handbook data
and UTRC measurements are used in the model. Given the physical properties of
the screen material and the temperature dependence of the heat loss term, the
enthalpy requirement of the screen and sample mass dominates the energy balance
expression throughout most of the transient heating process at high heating rates.

Numerical Solution Technique

A variable implicitness (in time) solution algorithm has been implemented. Ali
calculations reported here used an implicitness factor of 1/2. This is a centered or
Crank-Nichoison scheme which is unconditionally stable and second-order accurate
in time. The implicit algorithm was necessary to obtain stable solutions for sample
loaded grid calculations. The steep temperature gradients at the edge of a sample
loaded region of the screen impose severe requirements on the solution algorithm.
The earlier version of the code used an explicit technique to model blank screens,
but required prohibitively small time steps to maintain numerical stability.
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TABLE A-I

NOMENCLATURE

Ax = cross-sectional area of a grid strand, [cm 2]

Ac = contact area between current carrying strand and cross strand, [cm2]

Cg = heat capacity of 304 stainless steel, [J/gin-K]

Cs = heat capacity of sample, [J/gm-K!

dx = length of grid element in discretization, [crni

dy = width of grid element in discretization, Icru]

E = emissivity = absorptivity of 304 stainless steel

ferad = radiative view factor for strand to cross-strand contact area

he = strand-to-cross-strand heat transfer coefficient, [J/s-cm2-K]

henv = heat transfer coeff, for conductive and radiative losses, [J/s-cm2-K]

I = grid current, [amp]

k = thermal conductivity of 304 stainless steel, [J/s-cre-K]

kc = contact conductance between current carrying strand and cross strand, [J/s-cm-K]

mg = grid mass per elemental volume, [gin]

ms = sample mass per elemental volume, [gm]

R = electrical resistance of grid strand of length dx, [ohm]

Pe = resistivity of 304 stainless steel, [ohm-cre]

cr = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, [J/s-cm2-K 4]

T = temperature of grid strand and associated sample, [K]

Tenv = temperature of ambient environment, [K]

Ter = temperature of cross-strand, [K]

x = direction parallel to current flow in grid, [cm]

y = direction perpendicular to current flow in grid, [cm]
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